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But instead of the bride it was the police who arrived, saying the bride and her relatives were all frauds and were placed under arrest. That was not all. Before the
marriage the bride's supposed relatives had demanded Rs 20 lakh from him, of which he had only managed to pay Rs 11 lakh, that too after taking a loan.
The remaining Rs 9 lakh were to be paid after he got his visa. In Punjab it's common for people to be duped by frauds promising them that elusive foreign visa, and as
long as the craze to settle abroad continues, so will frauds like these.
This is a shame on Punjabi community specially the one in Canada, where cases of fraudulent marriages are becoming frequent. The Canadian authorities have
arrested several people in recent times that showed fake marriages to get immigration documents. Many cases of a sister marrying a brother etc. have been
registered. In the US a few families were arrested recently for similar unlawful activity. There have been an arrest of a whole gang comprised of Pakistani Muslim
Punjabis in the UK last month that ran a scam to dupe innocent Pakistanis aspiring to migrate.
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The scams coming from Canada and the UK are becoming a sad joke on innocent but naive people of Punjab desirous to leave for abroad at any cost.
Few months ago a Punjabi Jat Sikh woman from Australia was caught after she ripped half dozen families in a well planned scam. Punjabis tend to marry among same
castes and they believe that should be enough to qualify. The same is now being repeated by many men and women from Punjabi people settled in other countries.
The news has spread so wildly that any future cases may be treated with serious implications for the fraudusters. They may lose their freedom and probably will be
serving jail time. A young man in Ludhhiana, Punjab thought he'd found his ticket to the good life abroad with an NRI wife, except that things didn't quite turn out the
way he thought. Jagrup received a wedding proposal from a girl who was a Canadian citizen, and the wedding plans were quickly finalised. ..more..
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